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: Semor Vce President,

'

' 0400 North Omee Highway i
~

-

Edison: = = " -w '

May 31,1989
NIC-89-0112

U. S) teclear Regulatory Consission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. ~20555

References: 1) ' Fermi 2
NIC Docket No. 50-341
NIC License No. NPF-43

2) Detroit Edison 'to NIC Letter NIC-87-0248, " Proposed ~
Technical Specification (License Amendment) Primary
Containment, 3/4.6.1, and Secorx*ary Containment,
. 3/4.6.5", dated January 26, 1988.

3) Detroit B51 son to NIC Letter NIC-88-0199,
" Supplemental Information on Proposed Technical
Specification - Primary Containment (3/4.6.1.1) and
Secondary Containment (3/4.6.5.1)" dated August 24,
1988.

Subject: Modified Proposed Technical Specifications - Primary
Containment (3/4.6.1.1) and Secondary Containment
(3/4.6. 5.1)

Reference 2 proposed changes to the Primary and Secondary Containment
Integrity 'Jbchnical Specification surveillance requirements. These
changes would allow non-instrumented isolation devices located in
locked high radiation areas to be verified closed during COLD SHUTD0h7N,:.,

(if not verified closed within the previous 31 days) rather than every
31 days as currently required. Additionally, the proposed revision

.

specified that Primary Containment' penetrations located in lockedH
,

areas which remain high radiation areas during COLD SHUTD0h7N may.be |

verified by review of high radiation area access controls. These
. proposed. Technical Specification changes isp.tement the As Low As
Reasonably Achievable philosophy while providing assurance that.

icontainment integrity is being maintained.

AE a result of the NIC staff review and discussions concerning
,

Reference 2, supplemental information was provided- (Reference 3) which
included a list of isolation devices that would be directly affected.,

g

by the proposed Technical Specifications.
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Subsequent discussions with the hTc staff corcerning Refererces 2 arx3
3 have determined that the proposed provisions are acceptable only if
applied to the devices currently inpacted. Therefore this proposal
adds a Table to the Technical Specifications which lists the isolation
devices affected by the proposed changes. The purpose of this letter
is to transmit the modified proposed 'Ibchnical Specification Table and
associate $ administrative changes.

Please note that this letter does not change the intent of Refererce 2
or the No Significant Hazard Consideration Analysis contained in
Reference 2 which still remains applicable. The Fermi 2 Onsite Review
Organization has approved and the Ibclear Safety Review Group has
reviewed the atta:hed modified proposed Technical Specifications.

Please find attached the modified proposed Technical Specifications
and a description of the changes between the modified proposed
'Ibchnical Specifications and the proposed Technical Specification as
submitted in Reference 2.

If you have any questions please contact Mr. Gordon NaSer at (313)
586-4513.

Sincerely,

hh a .
Faclosure

cc: A. B. Davis
R. C. Knop
W. G. Rogers
J. F. Stang

Supervisor, Advanced Planning arx3 Review Section,
Michigan Public Service Commission
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I, B. RALPH SYLVIA, do hereby affirm that the foregoing statements are
based on facts and circumstances which are true and accurate to the
best of my knowledge ard belief.

$hn/a . h
8.~ RALPff $YLVJf'
Senior Vice President

On this b[ day of <'24A ,1989, before me
personally appeared B. Ralph Sylvia, bgfmg first duly sworn and says
that he executed the foregoing as his free act and dead.

Aldb's - |||YA
Notary Public

i

;

ROSALIE A ARMETTA
f4ctory Public. Monroe County,f4

(Ay Commle lon ErpiresJon.11.1992
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KOIFIID 'HCHNICht, SPIEIFICATION CHhtGE DESCRIPTIQ4
I

a

Discussions with the NIC Staff have determined that the proposed
Technical Specification as submitted by Reference.2 are .

.

acceptable only if the specific isolation devices affected by the:
proposed Technical Specifications are listed in the Technical
Specifications. The NIC Staff was concerned that the existing-.
list of affected isolation devices, as transmitted by Reference -
3, could increase in' number and in the size of the isolation-

devices (e.g., valve diameter) during the life' of' the plant .
without receiving regulatory review. . With the inclusion of the
attached table of isolation devices located in locked high~
radiation areas, the modified proposed Technical- Specifications .t

,

| .will specifically address the existing plant configur'ation and irMiological conditiona. Should it come to our. attention during 1
| future operation or shutdowns; that. a primary or secondary !
- containment integrity isolation device,'which is not specifically j

addressed by the attached proposed Technical Specification, is :
| located in a locked.high radiation area the ned for a Technical j
| Specification amendment will be evaluated.

]
1 n

The specific changes between modified proposed Technical . |

Specification 3/4.6.1.1 " Primary Containment Integrity"-- |
(attached) and the proposed Technical Specification submitted 'in 1

'Reference 2 are:
i

o Page 3/4.6-lb: Table 4.6.1.1-1 " Primary Containment . ]
| Isolation Valves / Flanges Lccated in Locked High Radiation -|Area" has been added to specifict.lly list the valves an3
| flange' applicable to proposed modified surveillance

requirement 4.6.1.1.b. (Please note that' valve- |
E21-F0228, as submitted in Referencu 3, should have been i

E21-F023A.) !

o Insert A: The parenthetical words "listcd in Table'

4.6.1.1-1" have been added to Surveillance Requirement j
4.6.1.1.b and b.2. This will direct the reader to the 1
specific isolation devices which are applicable.

o Insert A: The last sentence of proposed Technical
.Specification 4.6.1.1.b.2 as submitted in Reference 2 has j

been replaced with the . footnote.**. The TIP flange at 1
penetration X-35A is currently. the only Primary ;

Contairunent Isolation device that may be located in a |locked high radiation area when the plant is in ;

OPERATIONAL CO!OITTON 4 " COLD SIRMDOWN". . Thus, the. '

i

i
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generic statement of Refererce 2 is not require $ and has
been replaced with the specific isolation device which is
currently applicable to this surveillance requirement.

The specific changes between modified proposed Technical
Specifications 3/4.6.5.1 " Secondary Containment Integrity"
(atta::hed) aM the proposed Technical Specification submitted in
Reference 2 are:

o Page 3/4.6-51: The words "except those in locked high
radiation areas" have been replaced with "except for
Steam Tunnel Blowout Panels" in surveillance requirement
4.6.5.1.b.3. The Steam Tunnel Blowout Panels are
currently the only Secorx3ary Containment Isolation
devices located in a locked high radiation area.

o Insert B: Insert B has been replaced with the modifis3
proposed wording because the Steam 'Alnnel Blowout Panels
are currently the only Secon3ary Containment Isolation
devices located in a locked high radiation area. The
need for a generic statement is currently not necessary.

The Bases Section has been modified to clarify the plant
configuration for test, vent and drain (TVD) connections which
are part of the primary containment boundary. For T7D which are
part of the primary containment boundary, a threa3ed pipe cap in
addition to the containment isolation valve (s) provides
protection equivalent to a blank flange. This configuration is
described in UFSAR Section 6.2.4.4.3. This position, capping
TVD, is consistent with NIC recommen3ations specified in
Inspection Report 84-53.

The Technical Specification Index has been modified (attacha3) to
address the inclusion of the proposed Table 4.6.1.1-1.
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